Grade 3 November Newsletter.

English :
In our English groups we have been writing either Picture Story Books or Comic
strips which has been fun. (Riley 3C)
We have been learning to follow instructions from our partners to make an image.
My partner and I were good at it. (Sonny 3B)
We have been using our THRASS chart to find homophones and write words using
past, present and future tense. (Bailey 3B)
Digby has enjoyed making words using the IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet)
during his English time.

Mathematics:
We have been learning strategies for vertical multiplication and using the array
method. It has been fascinating. (Ruby and Carlie 3A)
Fun Chance and Data Facts:
It is impossible for a shark to walk into the classroom. (Will B 3A)
It is possible that it will rain today. (Jay 3C)
It is certain that the bell will ring at 3.30pm today. (Lexi 3A)
It is uncertain that I will play at my friend’s house today. (Aurora 3B)
It is likely that I am going out for dinner tonight. (Isla 3A)
It is unlikely that we will all have fish and chips for lunch. (Lewis) 

Integrated Studies.
We have been learning about celebrations and commemorations. (Andriana 3B)
Did you know that other countries have different types of celebrations? (Max 3C)
For Remembrance Day studies we had fun making poppies for our classroom
display. (Will N 3B)
I shared with the grade 3’s that in Napal we celebrate “Brother and Sister Day”
(Almira 3C)
In Canada where I was born we celebrate “Thanksgiving”. (Chayse 3C)

Specialist Classes.
We are enjoying learning lots of skills in Bike Ed. (Lexi P)
We have been playing with different musical instruments in Music and my
favourite was the ukulele. (Abby 3B)
In art we have had fun making Australian mobiles. (Lexi T 3C)
In ICT we have been learning about robotics. It is loads of fun. (Ryan 3C)
I enjoy looking for my favourite books in the library. (Abi 3A)

